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ABSTRACT 
An affine dynamical system is a dynamical system whose attainability map is affine. 
It is shown that over a reflexive Banach space the class of affine dynamical systems is 
equivalent to the class of linear differential systems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let {Tt]  t ~ 0} be a uniformly continuous emigroup of linear operators on a 
Banach space X. It is well-known that if T o ~:-I, the identity operator, then there 
exists a unique bounded linear operator A such that Tt ~ e t~. Alternately, {Tt} 
are the transition functions of the linear differential equation 5c =~ Ax. Now consider 
the more general situation of the linear differential system 
Yc = Ax  + u, u~Y2 
where D is a fixed, closed and bounded, convex subset of X. Let F(x, t) denote the set 
of states that can be attained at time t using measurable controls u(r) ~ .(2 0 ~ T ~ t, 
starting in state x at time 0. Then, if X is reflexive, the attainability map F(x, t) satisfies 
the axioms of a dynamical system (see Section II). Furthermore, the linearity of the 
differential system implies that for each t, F(x, t) is an atfinc map, i.e., for 0 ~ A ~ 1 
and xl ,  x 2 in X, 
aF(x l ,  t) + (l -- a)F(x 2, t) =F(ax  1 + (1 -- A) x2, t). 
In this paper it is shown that if the attainability map F(x, t) of a dynamical system 
defined on a reflexive Banach space is affine for each t, then there is a unique bounded 
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linear operator A and a unique bounded, closed and convex set ~Q such that the trajec- 
tories of the differential system 
2 = Ax + u, u~I?  
coincide with the motions of the given dynamical system. 
In the next section the axioms of a dynamical system and a differential system are 
given and notational conventions are established. In Section II the operator A and tile 
set D are shown to exist and in Section I I I  the equivalence between the dynamical 
system and the derived differential system is demonstrated. Examples are given 
which show that the assumptions of reflexivity of the state space and uniform con- 
tinuity of the semigroup cannot be eliminated. We conclude this paper with some 
remarks towards further research and summarize some of the related work which 
has already been completed. 
[. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let X be a Banach space. For each c~ >~ 0, S~ denotes the closed sphere in X with 
center 0 and radius ~. Let A, B be nonempty subsets of X. Then 
A -4-B ={a : t -b la  9  
if A -- {a} then a + B = {a} + B; p(A, B) = infimum {~ i ACB+ S~}, 
d(A, B) = maximum (p(A, B), p(B, A)) is the Hausdorff distance between A and B. 
A map F from X to a Banach space Y is a relation which assigns to each point x in X 
a nonempty, bounded subset of Y; F is said to be affine if for every pair (xl, x2) of 
elements in X and every h in [0, 1], F(Ax 1 -i (1 -- A) x2) AF(xa) : (1 -- A)F(x2); 
F is said to be continuous if F(x) is closed for each x and if lim,_~,~ d(F(x,), F(x)) = 0 
whenever limn_~  x,, x; F is a function if F(x) is a single point for each x in X. 
X* denotes the Banach space of real-valued, linear continuous functions on X. 
! alwavs denotes a norm in a Banach space, the specitic space will be clear from the 
context. 
DEHNITION l.l(a). Let X be a Banach space. A dynamical system (with state space 
X) is defined via its attainability mapF(x, t) which specifies the set of states attainable 
at time t, starting in state x at time 0. The attainability map must satisfy Axioms 
A1-A4. 
A1. For each x 9 X and t 9 [0, ~),  F(x, t) is a nonempty, closed and bounded 
subset of X.  
A2. V(x, 0) -= {x}. 
A3. F(x, t _L s) = Uu~F(~.t) F(y, s) = F(F(x, t), s). 
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A4. F is uniformly continuous over bounded subsets of X • [0, oo) i.e., for all 
bounded subsets Z C X and T C [0, oo), and for every ~ > O, there exists 3 > 0 depending 
upon Z, T and E, such that if x I ,  x 2 ~ Z, t 1 , t  2 ~ T with i xx- -x21 <3 and 
I t: -- t 2[ <3,  then 
d(F(x~ , tl), Y (x~,  t2)) < ,. 
A dynamical system l F is said to be affine if it satisfies Axiom AS. 
A5. For each t ~ [0, oo), F(x, t) is an affine map of x. (We note that if F is 
affine then F(x, t) is a convex set for all x, t). 
(b) A function x : [0, T] -*  X is said to be a motion ofF  if for 0 ~ t 1 < t 2 ~ T 
x(t2) EF(x(fi), t 2 - -  tl) 
Let ~r denote the set of all motions of F defined on [0, T]. 
It is evident from Axiom A4 that every motion is a continuous function. The follow- 
ing proposition establishes the existence of motions. 
PROPOSITION. Let y ~ F(z, T). Then there exists a motion x : [0, T] --+ X with 
x(O) = z and x(T) = y. 
Proof. Let x (0 )= z and x (T )=y.  Let x(89 T)EV(x(O), 89 T) be such that 
x(T) eF(x (3- T), { T). The existence of such an element is assured by Axiom A3. 
Now inductively for n = 1, 2 ..... choose elements 
for h = 0, I,..., 2 "-1 such that 
the possibility of such a choice is also assured by Axiom A3. Let 
~___k_k k = 0, 1 ..... 2";~ 
A = ~2,, T n - - l ,2  .... 
Then A is a dense subset of [0, T] and the above procedure defines a function 
x : A -+ X which has the property that for t 1, t 2 ~ A with t 1 ~ t~, 
t ~c x(t~) ~F(x(q), t~ -- tl). Now let { n},~=i be a sequence of points in A and suppose that 
limn_~o tn = t. It is easy to see that by virtue of axiom A4 {x(t,)}~_~ is a Cauchy 
1 We denote a dynamical system by its attainability map F. 
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sequence; let x(t) = l im,~ x(t,). Thus x is defined on all of [0, T], and it is evidently 
a motion. 
DEFINITION 1.2(a). Let X be a Banach space. A linear differential system (with 
state-space X) is characterized by a pair (A, -(2) where A is a linear continuous function 
from X into X, and .Q is a bounded, closed and convex subset of X. 
(b) A function x : [0, T] ~ X is said to be a trajectory of the linear differentiable 
system ~(A, I2) if (i) X(t)  is strongly differentiable for almost all t E [0, T], and if (ii) 
there is a strongly measurable function u(T), then 0 ~< r ~< T with u(r) E s such that 
d 
di  x(t) = Ax(t)  + u(t) a.e. 
Let ~,  denote the set of all trajectories of (A, g?) defined on [0, T]. 
(c) The attainability map R(x, t) of the differential system (A, 12) is defined by 
y e R(x, t) if and only if there exists a trajectory z : [0, t] -~ X with z(0) = x and 
z(t) =y .  
PaOPOSrTmN. l f  X is reflexive then R(x, t) is a closed subset of X.  
Proof. For t >~ 0 let Tt = e at. Evidently, R(x, t) -- T,x + R(O, t) so that it is 
enough to show that R(0, t) is closed. Againy ~ R(0, t) if and only if there is a strongly 
measurable function u : [0, t] --~ f2 such that 
y .1 ~ TTu( t - - , )d t .  
Let I2 ~ be the space of all strongly measurable functions u : [0, t] --~ X'2. Then g2 t 
can be regarded as a subset of the Banach space U t -= Lz([0, t], X) of all strongly 
measurable functions u : [0, t] ~ X with f~ I u(r) 12 dt < oo. Since O is a bounded, 
closed and convex subset of X it follows that -(2 t is a bounded, closed and convex 
subset of U t. Furthermore, since X is reflexive, U t is reflexive so that I2 t is weakly 
compact. Now let U t and X be equipped with their weak topologies and consider 
the linear function I : U t --+ X defined by 
~t 
I(u) == Jo T,u(t -- r )d t  
we claim that I is continuous. Indeed let x* c: X* and let {u~} be a net in U e converging 
weakly to u E U t. 
We denote a linear differential system by its characterizing pair. 
57 ~/i,,'4-2 
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Then 
(fl ) f t  ~ "tv(1")(u~(t r)) dt, x* T,u~(t -- ~') dt := o x*(T,u~(t -- r)) dt = io 
where v(1-) =- T~*(x*) and T~ is the adjoint of 7',. Evidently 
v ~L2([0, t], X*) - (L~([0, t], X))*, 
and therefore, since u~ converges weakly to u, we must have 
lim f ;  v(r)(,,~(t- r))dt = f ;  v(,) (u(t -. -r)) d, :-~ x* (f; T#,(t--r) dr). 
Therefore I is continuous. Since g2 t is weakly compact, R(0, t) ----IGQ *) is weakly 
compact and hence strongly closed. 
THEOREM I. 1. Let (A, ~) be a differential system with a reflexive Banach space X 
as its state-space. Then its attainability map R(x, t) satisfies the axioms of an aJfine 
dynamical system. 
Proof. By virtue of the above proposition Axiom AI is satisfied. Since a differential 
system cannot have instantaneous transitions, A2 is satisfied. The semigroup roperty 
A3 follows from the fact that Tt+~ = e A(t~'~) = e~teA~ = TtT~. The affine property 
A5 is a consequence of the linearity of the differential system and the continuity 
requirement A4 follows from the boundedness of g2 and the continuity of A. 
Remark. (1) We shall call R the affine dynamical system derived from (A, g2). 
(2) We do not know whether R(x, t) is closed if the state-space X is not 
reflexive. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let (A, .(2) and F be a differential system and an affine dynamical 
system respectively defined on the same state-space X. Let ~t be the trajectories of 
(A, Q) and J[t the motions of F. Then (A, g2) and F are said to be equivalent if 
= ~r for each t. 
Remark. (1) Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Let (A,O) be a differential 
system defined on X and let R be the derived dynamical system. It can be shown 
directly that R and (A, g2) are equivalent. We will not do this here because it follows 
from the results that are obtained in the succeeding sections. 
(2) Whether or not X is reflexive the map F(x, t) obtained by setting 
F(x, t) = closure of R(x, t) still defines an affine dynamical system. 
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(3) We now give a trivial example of a differential system (A, f2) defined on a 
nonreflexive Banach space for which R(x, t) is a closed set but the dynamical system R 
is not equivalent to (A, D). Let X ~ LI[0, or) be the space of all real-valued absolutely 
integrable functions x(cr), 0 ~< a < ~.  Consider the dynamical system (0, $1). 
Evidently R(x, t) -= {x} =- S~ and R satisfies the axioms of an affine dynamical system. 
Now consider the function x : [0, T] -+ X defined by 
ll, a~t ,  
x(t)(a)  = O, a > t. 
Since Ix(t) - -  x(s) i = t - s l it follows that x is a motion. But x is nowhere dif- 
ferentiable and hence it cannot be a trajectory of (0, $1). 
I I . THE DERIVED DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM 
In this section we assume that an affine dynamical system F is given and we derive 
from it a differential system (A, ~2). In the next section we show that they are equiv- 
alent. However, we first need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F(x) be an affine map from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y 
and suppose that F(O) C S~ . Then for every y~ ~ F(x), F(x) C y~ -~- 2Sa . 
Proof. LetgEY*  and define the affine map GofX in toRby  G=g.F , i .e . ,  
G(x) :-- {g(y) ]y ~F(x)}. Since G is affine, G(x) is a bounded interval of length ~(x) 
say. First of all since 
~(,kx t .4- (1 - A) x2) = sup{G(hxx 4- (1 - -  A) ,%)} -- inf{G(Ax~ -i- (1 --  A) ,%)} 
= sup{aG(Xl) + (l --  3,) G(x2) } --  inf{hG(x~) -t-- (1 - A) G(x2) } 
= A[sup{G(Xl) } --  inf{G(Xl)}] + (1 --  A) [sup{G(x2) } --  inf{Gx.0}] 
= ag(Xx) + (1 - -  A),~(x~.), 
so that~ is an affine function of xl; so therefore m(x) = ~(x) --  ~(0) is a linear function. 
I f  m is not identically zero, then there exists x such that re(x) . . . . .  .~(0) - -  l so that 
g(x) -- 1. But by definition g(x) ) 0 and therefore re(x) -- 0; i.e., g(x) == g(0) for 
all x. Let y~ ~ f (x) ,  then for y ~ F(x), ! g(y) -- g(y,)  ] ~< ~(0). Therefore 
g(y) ~ g(y~) ~ g(F(O)) -- g(F(O)) C g(y~) + g(Sa) -- g(Sa) - :  g(yx) + g(2Sa), 
so that 
g(F(x)) C g(Yx + 2Sa). 
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Since the above inclusion is valid for every g ~ Y*, an elementary application of the 
separation theorem of convex sets yields the relation 
F(x) C Yz + 2Sa . 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F(x) be an aJfine map from X into Y and suppose that F(x) is closed 
for each x. Then there xists a unique linear function T from X into Y such that 
F(x) = T(x) + F(O). 
Proof. Let F(O) C S, for some a < oo. Let x e X be fixed. For every positive 
integer choose y, e F(nx). Since F is affine, 
F(x) = F (1  nx + (2 -- 1 )0 )  = 1 F(nx) + (1 -- 1)F(O). 
Thus for positive integers m, n, with m ~ n, 
I F(nx) + (2 -  1)F(0) -~ ml----F(mx)+ (2 - -~- )  F(O) 
so that by the Appendix, 
8(m,n)=d( I  F(nx) , l  F(mx)) 
m 
~n e 1F(nx) and ~,, ~ 1F(mx) 
Now let 
such that 133, -- );m ; ~< 28(m, n). Then 
i1 2 2 2 Y'-Y"I -~Y,, nY , [~ < mY,, - -Y, , [ - t - [  .~,1+ - -  - -~-  y .  - -  . 
But by Lemma 2.2, 
),,, e l  F(mx)c ly , , ,  + 2 Sa, 
m 










Combining these inequalities we obtain 
~n Ym -- ~-Y, ~'~ 2a (~-  ,2- - 28(rn, n) 
[(1 ]. "2a . -  . 1 1 
'~ 17l n ' n m 
The sequence {(I /n) yn}~=1 is therefore Cauchy. Let T(x)-----limn_.o: (I/n)y,. Let 
> 0 and let N be so large that i T(x) -- (1/n)y,~ i <- ~ for n ~> N. Then for n >~ N 
F(x) = l  F(nx) -r- ( I -  1 )F (o )c  ly , ,  + 2n S. +(1, _ 1) F(O) 
(1 C T(x) + S, + ; S,, -- - 
Letting n approach oo we conclude that 
F(x) C T(x) + F(O) + S, . 
Since this inclusion is valid for every E > 0 and since F(O) is closed (by hypothesis). 
we have 
Conversely, 
F(x) C T(x) + F(O). 
F(x) = 1F(nx) : - (1 -  I ) F (O)D 1 ,  -~-y~ ~ (1 -- 1 )  F(O), 
so that since F(x) is closed we can take limits as n approaches oo and obtain 
F(x) ~ T(x) + F(O). 
We conclude that F(x) ---- T(x) + F(O). Clearly, T(0) ---- 0 and T inherits the affine 
property fromF so that T is a linear function. The uniqueness of T is immediate from 
the hypothesis that F(0) is a bounded set. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let F(x, t) be an affine dynamical system with state space X. Then 
(a) there is a uniformly continuous semigroup of continuous linear functions 
{Tt i t >~ O} from X into X with T o = I the identity, such that 
F(x, t) : Tt(x ) + F(O, t). 
(b) There is a continuous linear function A : X -~ X such that 
Tt = e at. 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 2.2, there exist linear functions Tt ,  t >~ 0 such that 
F(x, t) = Ttx + F(O, t) 
Since for each t, F(x, t) is continuous in x it follows that T t is continuous. Since F 
has the semigroup roperty (Axiom A3), the family {Tt I t >/0} is a semigroup, and 
since F(x, 0) = {x} it follows that T O = I. Finally, Axiom A4 implies that the 
semigroup {TtJ t >~ 0} is uniformly continuous. 
(b) Let A be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup {T t J t >~ 0}. Since 
the semigroup is uniformly continuous, the function .4 is continuous and Tt = e at. 
In the following we shall assume that we are given an affine dynamical system 
F(x, t) and that {7" t i t >~ 0} is the semigroup associated with F. Let A be the infini- 
tesimal generator of {Tt J t >~ 0}. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a constant B < oo such that 
d({0}, F(O, t)) <. Bt + o(t) 
where limt_,o (l/t) o(t) -- O. In other words, for all x 6 F(O, t), 
I x I <~ Bt + o(t). 
Proof. 
integer n, 
By Axiom A3 and Theorem 2.1, for every t >/0 and for every positive 
F(O, n t )= ~) F (x , (n - -1 )  t) 
x~F(O, t) 
= T(n_x)t(F(O, t)) +F(O, (n -- 1)t). 
By induction we get 
n--1 
F(O, nt) -- F~ T,,(F(O, t)). (1) 
k-O 
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Let 
1 (r, -t)[, p(t) - -  A - - -d -  - 
where I is the identity; then limt_, o p(t) = 0. Let 
q(t) -: tp(t) = ] Tt -- (I + tA) ; . 
Then for xi ~ X, t,: >~ 0 i ~= 1, 2,..., n, 
r , ,x ,  I -- ~ (I + t,A) x~ - (I  - i -t ,A - T,,) x, I 
i=1 i~ l  i=1 
~ (I 4 - t ,A )x ,  I -- ~ q(t~)]x, ; .  
i =1 i=1 
(2) 
Now suppose that the assertion of the Lemma is false so that there is a sequence 
. ~o ~F(O, t.,) such that st., ~~176 of positive numbers and a sequence (xm}.,=l with x,,, ( )m~l  
lim t,,, : 0, lira 1 ,. .... t-~ I x,. [ = + ~ 
Let 3 x >0 be such that for 0 <t  <31,  p ( ta )<1 so that q( t )<t .  Let 
32= 1/(1 +,A I ) ,  and let 2h=min(31,32) .  Let M be so large that for re>M,  
t , . .< h; and for each m > M let n,. be the integer defined by 
h h . . . .  I t., ~ n., < ~ -j 1 or h .~ n,.t.. < h ~- t,,,. 
By (1) and (2), 
d({0},F(0, n.,t,.)) = d ({0}, "~ '  Tkt..(F(O, t..))) 
k=-D 
r im--1 r im--1 "t~m --1 
k=~O J k=O 
rim--1 ,nm--~ 
' 1 
-~ x., (nm -- -2-(nm -- 1)nmtm(l +IA [)) 
nm : tr a x.~ -- n , .h ( l - - 'A ] )  ~-~-n , . , , x , . ' :~  ' 
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This inequality holds for every m > M. Furthermore limm_,~ n,.t,. = h, so that by 
the continuity of F 
1 Ix,.I =+oo.  d({0}, F(0, h)) ~> lim ~- h t---~ 
But by hypothesis F(0, h) is bounded. So the lemma must be true. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.3 we have the following result. 
COROLLARY. (a )  The motions o f f  are strongly absolutely continuous. 
(b) If, moreover, the state-space X ofF  is reflexive, then the motions are differen- 
tiable ahnost everywhere. 
Proof. (a) Let x : [0, T] be a motion ofF. Let maxo<t<rix(t ) [ = K 1 and let 
d({0},F(0, t ) )~K2t  for 0 ~t~a for some a>0.  I,et i T t - - I - - tA [  <~t for 
0 ~ t ~/3 for some/3 > 0. Let ~ > 0 and set 
3=ra in  a, fl, K2 + Kl~l 1 +]A[ )}"  
Now let 
0 ~ t 1 < t~ ~< to < t~... ~< t,~ < t~ ~< T with 
Then since x is a motion, 
so that 
Therefore, 
(t;  - t,) <~ 8. 
x(t[) EF(x(ti), t~ -- ti) = Tcrt,(x(ti)  + F(O, t~ --  t,), 
Ix(g) -- x(t,) 1 ~< I Tc , - t ,  - -  I l l  x(t ,)  I ~- d({0},F(0, t~ - -  ti)) 
<~ (t~ - -  t,) (1 + I A l) Ix(t01 + K~(t~ - -  t,). 
[ x(t')- x(ti)[ ~< ((1--'[A I)Kx + Ks)(i~ t~- t,)~< ~. 
'~1  = 
(b) Now suppose that X is reflexive so that since the set {x(t) l0 ~< t ~ T} 
is bounded its weak closure is weakly compact. Therefore by a result due to Pettis [1], 
the strong absolute continuity of x implies that its strong derivative 
9 (t) = lira x(t + h) - -  x(t)  
h-,O h 
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exists almost everywhere and 
t 
x(t) = x(O) -L f r162 dr. 
,J 0 
Remark. (a) As far as the second part of the above corollary is concerned, the 
hypothesis of reflexivity can be replaced by any other condition which guarantees 
the strong differentiahility of a strongly absolutely continuous function. For example 
it is enough to require that X satisfies the condition given by Dunford and Morse [2]. 
(b) Remark 3 following Definition 1.3 gives an example of an affine dynamical 
system whose state-space is a nonreflexive Banach space and which possesses non- 
differentiable motions. 
The operator A, whose existence is asserted in Theorem 2.1, together with the set ~Q 
which is defined below give us the differential system (A, ~2) derived from the dyna- 
mical system F. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For each x c X, let G(x) be the set of all points u ~ X for which 
there exist sequences t, > 0 and x i ~F(x, ti) i = 1, 2 .... such that 
ti --= 0 and lim ~ (xi -- x) ---- u. lim 
i~o  ioco 9 
Let H(x) be the convex closure of G(x). For convenience l t U = G(0) and 12 ---- H(0.) 
LEMMA 2.4. (a) G(x) : Ax + G(0). (b) G(0) is closed. 
Proof. (a) is immediate from the definition of G and the fact that 
lira [ Tt - - I - -  tA I --=- O. 
t~0 
(b) Let u, c G(0) for i - -  1, 2, 3 .... and let limi_,.: u i = u. By definition, for 
each i there are sequences tij > 0 and xij ~F(0, tit).i -~ 1, 2 .... with 
lira tij 0 and lim 1 : - - . . .  = ul i = 1, 2,... 
By the standard diagonal argument one can extract sequence tij~ and x i j i i -  1, 2 .... 
such that 
tim t~ = 0 and 
l~eo 
lim 1 = lim u~ = u, 
i~  t i j  ~ x i j i  i~  
so that u ~ G(O). 
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L~raMA 2.5. For each c > 0 there is a 3 > 0 such that, for 0 < t < 3, 
and 
(i) G(O) = UC +F(O,  t) q- S, 
(ii) I2 C +F(0 ,  t) + S , .  
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.3, there exists B < oo such that d({0},F(0, t)) ~< Bt + o(t). 
Let 8 > 0 be such that for 0 < t < 8, 
E 
Bt -4- o(t) < 2 I---AZ 
By Lcmma 2.4(a) G(x) = Ax + U so that d(G(x), U) = d(Ax + U, U) <~ I A J i x I 9 
Hence by the definition of 3, for every t ~ (0, 3) and every x ~F(0, t), 
d(G(x), U) ~ I A [ I  x i ~< [ A I d({0},F(0, t)) ~ { ,  (*) 
Let a E U and ~ c- (0, 8) be arbitrary. We have to show that g E ( l f i)F(0, i) + S, .  
Let ~ be the set of all functions x : Dr - ,  X (D r is the domain of definition of x) 
which have the following properties: 
(a) DxC(0, i]; 
(b) there exists ~-z ~ D x for which x(rx) EF(0, rx); 
(c) if r 1 , *2 ~ D~ and r x ~< z 2 then x(r2) eF(x(ra), r 2 --  ~1); 
(d) for all z ~ Dz,  ! x(~-)/~- -  a ! ~ t. 
Remark. For r~ ~ r ~ D, , x(-r) ~ F(x(-r~), r - r~) by (c) so that by the semigroup 
property A3 and (b) it follows that x(z) ~ F(0, r). Also by the definition of a, the set .~- 
is nonempty. 
The set ~" is partially ordered by defining for x I , x 2 in ~- x 1 ~ x 2 if x~ extends x1 , 
i.e., D~I C Dx, and xl(r ) ---- xo(r) for r ~ D,~. Evidently ~< is a partial ordering. Now 
let ~,~" be any totally ordered subfamily of ,~-. Define the function z with domain 
D,  by D,  = 0x~'  D~ and z(r) ---- x(r) if r ~ D~ for some x ~ o~-'. Clearly z is well- 
defined, z ~ o~- and z is an upper bound for .~-'. By Zorn's Lemma, ~- has a maximal 
element, say, x. We claim that ~ ~ D, .  To see this first let s = sup{r I * ~ Dx}. Let 
rx < r2 < "'" be a sequence of points in Dz such that lim,_.o~ r ,  = s. By (c) above 
and the continuity of F, it follows that the sequence {x(rn)}n~176 1 is Cauchy. Let 
x s = lim,_,, x(T,). From Axioms A3 and A4 it follows easily that if s r D,  then x 
can be extended to Dx w {s} by defining x(s) -- x , .  But x is maximal and so s E D x . 
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Now if s = i we are done. Suppose that s < i. We know from the Remark made earlier 
that x(s) ~ F(O, s). Because of (d) 
a - x(s_) (**) 
S 
From (.) above there is u e G(x(s)) such that 
By definition of u, there is r > s and xr eF(x(s), r -- s) such that 
In (xr -- x(s)) l <~ 1 
r--S T" 
so that together with the previous inequality we obtain 
a [ < 
Combining this inequality with (~,~) gives us I t't -- xr/r I ~ r so that x can be extended 
to D~ k) {r} by defining x(r) := Xr. But r > s which contradicts the definition of s 
(since x is maximal). Therefore s = ~. 
(ii) The proof of (ii) is immediate from (i) since ~ is just the convex closure 
of U. 
I I I .  EQUIVALENCE OF THE Two SYSTEMS 
Throughout his section we assume that an affine dynamical system F has been 
given. The state space of X is assumed to be reflexive. Let {T t = e at I t ~> 0} be the 
semigroup associated with F, and let (A, ~2) be the derived linear differential system. 
Since X is reflexive all the results of the previous sections are valid. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x : [0, T]-+ X be a motion ofF. Then x is a trajectory of (A, g2). 
Proof. By the corollary to Lemma 2.3 
2( t )  = lim x(t + h) - -  x(t) 
h~O h 
exists almost everywhere. By definition, 
2(0 e G(x(t)) C H(x(t)) = Ax(t) + ~. 
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~r -- Ax(t)  ~ ~ a.e. 
so that x is a trajectory. 
Let R(x, t) be the set of states attainable by (A, (2) at time t starting in state x a t 
time 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. R(x, t) CF(x,  t). 
Proof. Since R(x, t) := R(O, t) -f- Ttx , it is enough to show that 
R(O, t) CF(0, t). 
Let t > 0 and y ~ R(0, t). By definition o fy  there is a strongly measurable function 




x(s) = T,_,u(r) dr. 
0 
h(s) = infimum{r x(s) -- * ; I  z ~ F(O, s)}. 
Then we must show that h(t) = 0. For s' > s, 
I h(s') - h(~) I <~ I x(s') - x(O { + d(F(O, ~), F(O, ~')). 
Now 
so that by the Appendix, 
F(O, s') = F(O, s) + T,(F(O, s' -- s)), 
a(F(0, ~), F(0, r = a({0}, T,(F(O, ~' - -  ~))) 
[ T, { (B(s' - -  s) + o(s' - -  s)), 
where B and o are as in Lemma 2.3. Since sup{[ T, { [ 0 ~< s ~< t} < ~ and since x 
is absolutely continuous, it follows that h is absolutely continuous. 
Now let 0 ~< s < t be fixed and let e > 0. Since x is continuous there is 51 > 0 
such that { Ax(r) -- Ax(s) { < ~ E for [ r --  s [ ~ 8 a . Since x is a trajectory it follows 
that for [ r - - s [~<81 
~(r) tAx(s )  +~2 + S,/~ a.e. 
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and since integration is a l inear operation s 
x( r )  - -  x (s )  
e Ax(s) + ~ + &/5 C Ax(s) + 0 + &/~. (1) 
r - - s  
Let8  2 > O be such that for : r - - s [  .~8 2 
[ T ,_ ,  - -  I - -  (r - -  s) A !  ~< 88  (2) 
Final ly by Lemma 2.5 there is 8 3 > 0 such that for 0 < r - s < 8,~ 
1 
- -F (0 , ,  - s) -i- s,/~ ~ ~2 (3) 
r - -$  
Now let 8 --  rain{81, 8 2, 8a} and let r e (s, s -~- 8) be fixed. By (1) there is u 1 ~/2 
such that 
l ' ' I  I x ( r )  - -  x (s )  - -  ( r  - -  s) Ax(s )  - -  (r - -  s) u~ I < min (r - -  s) 3, , 1.~ 
Let z (s )  E F (O,  s) such that 
i x(s) -- z(s) [ < h(s) + (r - -  s) t e. 
Now 
so that 
F(0, r )  .. T ,_ . , (F (O,  s)) 4- F(0, r - -  s) 
"r,_,(z(,)) = F(0, r - -  s) C I~'(0, r). 
Combining the above relation with (2) and (3) we see that there is z(r) c: F(O,  r )  such 
that 
i z ( r )  - -  z(s) - -  ( r  - -  s) .4z (s )  - -  (r  - -  s) u 1 I ~ 89 ~(r - -  s). 
Now 
h(s) > ix(s) - z(s) I - k ~(" - s), 
h(r) ~ ix(r)  - z(r)  ] , 
The overbar denotes the closure of the set under it. 
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so that 
h(r) --h(s) ~ ix(r) - -z ( r )  l -- Ix(s) - -z(s)]  + 88 --s)  
Ix(r) - -z(r)  --x(s) +z(s) [  + 88 r --s) 
Ix(s) +(r  -- s) Ax(s) + ( r - -s )  ul --z(s) -(~ --s) Az(s) 
- - ( r  - s) u: --x(s) +z(s)  t + ~(r - s) 
(r --s) l A(x(s) --z(s))[ + ~(r --s) 
~< (r--s) lA I I x(s ) - z (s ) l  +~(r -s )  
<~ (r - s ) IA  j h(s) +2E(r --s). 
Therefore 
h(r) --  h(s) <~ I A [ h(s) + 2~. 
r - - - s  
Since ~ > 0 is arbitrary it follows that 
d h(s) <~ I A I h(s) a.e~ 
But h(0) = 0 and h(s) >1 O, so that 
h(s) = 0 for all s G [0, t]. 
COaOLL~m'. Let x : [0, T] ~ X be a trajectory of (A, g2). Then x is a motion ofF. 
Proof. For t: ~ t~, 
x(t2) e R(x(q), t, -- ta) C F(x(tz) , t~ -- tt) 
so that x is a motion. 
Combining this corollary with Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
THEOREM 4. I. Let F be an affine dynamical system with a reflexive state-space. Let 
(A, (2) be the derived linear differential system. Then F and (A, ~) are equivalent. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown that over a reflexive Banach space an affine dynamical system F
is equivalent to its derived linear differential system (A, O); it is evident hat the func- 
tion F ~ (A, ~Q) is one-to-one and onto. A careful reading of the proofs will show 
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that the condition of reflexiveness can be replaced by requiring that F(x, t) is weakly 
compact; and under this condition (A, .Q) will again be equivalent toF. 
From both the practical and theoretical viewpoint strongly continuous emigroups 
are more important han uniformly continuous emigroups. We have eliminated 
strongly continuous emigroups from our discussion by requiring (see Axiom A4) 
that F be uniformly continuous over hounded sets; if this condition were replaced 
by mere continuity then { Tt} would be only strongly continuous. Unfortunately in this 
case one cannot define equivalent differential systems in any natural manner (for 
example if {Tt} is strongly then Ttx need not be differentiable). One can however 
define an "integral" system by requiring that trajectories atis~, the equation 
x(t) = Ttx(O ) + f Tt_,.u(r ) dr. 
0 
We have no positive results along this direction and it remains an interesting area for 
further study. 
If we restrict ourselves to finite-dimensional state-space, many problems related 
to nonlinear dynamical systems (i.e., those which do not satisfy the affineness Axiom 
A5) can be answered. For example in [3], Roxin has given conditions under which a 
differential system defined via the "contingent" equation gives rise to an equivalent 
dynamical system; and in a similar spirit in [4], the authors have carried out this 
program for systems defined bv differential equations. In both these references only 
sufficient conditions have been obtained whereas in [5], necessary and sufficient 
conditions are given but for a more restrictive class. The converse problem, i.e., 
"when does there exist a differential system equivalent o a dynamical system ?" 
has been studied by the authors and results which complement those of Roxin [3] 
have been obtained. 
APPENDIX 
Let A1, Jt.,, B1, B 2 be bounded convex sets of a Banach space X such that 
d(A x + B 1 , .a 2 + B2) = 0. The,, d(A1, A2) =~ d(B, ,  1~). 
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false and assume that d(A l , A2) -- d(B 1 , B2) -~- E 
where E > 0. Let us suppose that p(A 1 , A2) ~: p(A2, Aa) so that there exists al s Aa 
such that 
'i d l  - -  a2 iI >~ d(Bx , B2) + 1.,. c 
for all a s E A 2 . Therefore there exists g ~ X*, ]ig il = 1 such that 
g(d x -- a2) ~ d(B~, B2) + l E 
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for all a 2 e A~. It follows that 
sup{g(Ax) } - -  sup{g(As)} ~ d(Bx , Bs) "k 88 ~. 
By the hypothesis 
sup{g(A1) } Jr-sup{g(B1) } .... sup{g(A I + B1)} = sup{g(A 2 -~-B2) }
= sup{g(A2)} -k sup{g(B2)} 
so that 
sup{g(B2) } - -  sup{g(Ba)}/> d(B~ , B~) + k ~. 
But B~ C B 1 + Sr where r = d(B1, B2) and since [[ g [[ = 1, 
sup{g(B~)} - -  sup{g(B,)} ~ r = d(B, ,  B,) 
which is a contradiction. 
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